11:13:14 AM jmurphey1: aileenc:ping
11:15:43 AM jmurphey1: Who do I need to talk to about getting some preconstructed message.xml files for
use in my Fuse Tooling tutorials into the Fuse By Example repo, where tutorial users can get them when
they run through the tutorials? Is that even possible? Lars told me you'd know who I need to ask...
11:16:56 AM aileenc: Pete Muir is the best person to ask
11:17:29 AM aileenc: wait, you want to get this on JBoss.org ?
11:17:38 AM aileenc: as part of the quickstarts?
11:18:46 AM aileenc: Pete is the contact if you need to get stuff on website
11:20:21 AM jmurphey1: I'm not sure. Lars mention the fuse by example repo. What I want is to package
up 5 message.xml files that are used in the Fue Tooling tutorials to spare users the tedium of creating
them - they'll have to creat only the first one, then get the remaining 5 installed in the correct folder in the
tutorial project. (This was strogly suggeste by Len DiMaggio as he was QEing my tutorials)
11:21:52 AM aileenc: woudl it make sense to have them here ?
11:21:52 AM aileenc: http://www.jboss.org/products/fuse/developer-materials/#!projectCode=fuse
11:21:58 AM aileenc: so that people can download
11:22:51 AM jmurphey1: that's an idea! How would I get them there?And would they need to be tagged
somehow for the Fuse Tooling tutorials?
11:23:42 AM aileenc: there is a tutorial section there - it's empty at the moment
11:25:28 AM jmurphey1: But why would it be published on jboss.org instead of the Red Hat Customer
Portal?
11:26:02 AM aileenc: it's much easier to get changes on jboss.org
11:26:16 AM aileenc: and it's developer focused - so tutorials are a good fit
11:26:36 AM jmurphey1: okay, but I don't see the Tutorials section right off the bat…
11:27:12 AM aileenc: bottom left there is a list where you can select tutorials
11:30:20 AM jmurphey1: so, it looks like users would expect to see a tutorial, not just some xml files to be
used in a tutrial that is some where else. The tutorials guide gets published with the rest of the
documentation on the Red Hat Portal (also included in online help via JBDS). Wouldn't this be confusing
for customers?
11:33:45 AM aileenc: So do you just want the xml files in a maven repo some where that people can
download?
11:39:38 AM jmurphey1: I think. They must end up in the correct folder of the CBRroute project on which
the tutorials in the Fuse Tooling Tutorials Guide are based.
11:40:55 AM aileenc: Can we ship sample xml files in the IDE?
11:42:24 AM jmurphey1: The user will create the first message file, message1.xml, and the other ones message2.xml through message6.xml - will be preconstructed and ready to use. Thiswas requested by
Len DiMaggio as he QEd the tutorials doc…said making users construct 6 messages was too tedious.
11:43:20 AM jmurphey1: I need these files to demo the Camel debugger, esp how to chage variable
values and observe the results
11:44:10 AM aileenc: yes, that's a reasonable request
11:44:31 AM jmurphey1: The tutorials have changed a bunch, become more real world use case as per
customer feedback.
11:44:41 AM aileenc: I'm just not sure where the best place to put them is
11:45:17 AM jmurphey1: me either, except they should be easily and readily available.
11:45:27 AM jmurphey1: no fuss, no muss
11:46:37 AM jmurphey1: User should be able to copy them into the projects src/data folder
11:58:19 AM aileenc: maybe somewhere in here ? http://origin-repository.jboss.org/nexus/content/
repositories/fs-releases/org/jboss/
12:00:51 PM aileenc: jmurphey1 raise a jira and we'll figure something out
12:01:11 PM jmurphey1: ok aileen, thanks!

